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ABSTRACT

This study chronicles the development of plano mUSIC
through seven representative works.

In

China

An important aspect of this

research will be to evaluate how and to what extent the repertoire
reflects the diverse influences of Western music, traditional Chinese
culture, and Chinese politics.

Due to the tumultuous social history of

modem China, political factors have dictated and continue to
dominate cultural aesthetics in a unique way.

As we have seen, at

some period, styles closely conformed to the political ideology.

When

the political climate was freer, however. the composer's creative
ideology was allowed to be expressed more openly, and the cultural
exchange with the \Vest was freer.

Although many Chinese pIeces

are not of high quality, a number of Chinese composers have
successfully devoted themselves to integrating Western musical
techniques with their own rich cultural background.

II

1. INTRODUCTION

This study chronicles the development of piano music in China
through seven representative works.

After a comprehensive

bibliographical search of the Beijing Library lists (1949-1990) and of
publications in English. I have found many articles introducing
individual Chinese piano pieces and their composers, but they are
genenlly impressionistic essays.l I have found no articles or books
that thoroughly review the development of piano composition in
China or which analyze the works.

There are no books on Chinese

piano literature. and such courses are not taught in Chinese music
schools today.
The great body of the Chinese piano repertoire, dates from
1934 to the present.

Professor Wei Ting-ge of Beijing, currently the

most prominent researcher in Chinese piano music, considered
/vfutong DlIClndi [The Flute of the Young Shepherd] by He Lu-ding

(1934) as the first mature Chinese piano piece. 2

1 The following articles introduce individual pieces and their

composers: Shi Rei. "Luo Zhing-rong's Three Pieces for Piano,"
People's Music 6 (1987): 18-22. Wei Ting-ge, "Wang Li-shan's Piano
Compositions." People's Music 10 (1983): 20-22. Xu Guo-hua. "Qu
Wei. An Explorer of Musical Arts." People's Music 12 (1980): 12-17.
Wang lian-zhong. "About the two Compositions." Musicology in China
1 (1986): 21.
::: \Vei Ting-ge. "The Development of Piano Composition
Country." Research on Music 2 (1983): 41.
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This study will focus upon piano music of Chinese composers
now living in the People's Republic of China, including He Lu-ding,
Qu \Vei. \Vu Zhu-qiang, Du Ming-xin, Chu Wang-hua, Yin Chen-zong,
\Vang Jian-zhong and Zhou Long.

An important aspect of this

research will be to evaluate how and to what extent the repertoire
reflects the diverse influences of Western music, traditional Chinese
culture, and Chinese politics.

As in the case of all artistic endeavors

in China. musical composition has been subject to the political
influence of the Chinese Communist Party policy.

This study may

help to explain changes in compositional practice in China. in
particular. why Chinese musicians at some periods favored markedly
simpler styles and more elaborate ones at other times.

In addition to

providing a survey of Chinese music for piano (1934-1990), this
document will yield a list of published and accessible works. most ot
which are unknown in the West. 3
This study primarily will analyze seven major piano works.
These works have been selected because they meet at least one of
the following criteria:
a) the works are popular and are performed frequently in
China (e.g..

Yu Mei Ren [Mermaid Suite] by Wu Zhu-qiang and Du

Ming-xin in 1959. and Bainiao Chao Fong [One Hundred Birds Pay
Tribute to the Phoenix] by Wang Jian-zhong in 1978);
b) they represent special political ideologies and were

3 These works are available in the Main Library of the Central
Conservatory of Music. Beijing. China.
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performed very often during certain periods (e.g., Huagu [Flower
Drum] by Qu Wei in 1946. liefangqu de Tian [The Sky of the
Liberated Region] by Chu \Vang-hua in 1962 and Huang He [Yellow
River Piano Concerto] by the composing group4 in 1972);
c) they won either Chinese or international composition
competitions (e.g., Mutong Duandi [The Flute of the Young Shepherd]
by He Lu-ding in 1934 and Wu kui [Dance of the Five Animals] by
Zhou Long in 1983).5
I will discuss each piece by:
a) introducing the background of the piece;
b) giving a brief biography of the composers:
c) using the music itself

to

analyze its characteristics.

Since most scholarly articles and books dealing with Chinese
history divide the last sixty years into four definite political periods.
each marked by a major change in social. economic and cultural
policy, this study of Chinese piano composition will also be divided

The composing group of Yellow River Piano Concerto was
formed in 1970. Jiang Qing, Chairman Mao's wife, did not want a
single name to appear as a composer. She picked up the members of
the group. Pianist Yin Chen-zong was appointed as the head of the
composing group. Other members of the group were Chu Wang-hua.
Liu Zhuang. Shi Shu-chen and Xu Fei-xing.
4

~

~

[The Flute of the Young Shepherd] won the
first prize at the Shanghai Composition Competition (1934) and W u
Kui [Dance of the Five Animals] won a prize at a Chinese National
Piano Composition Competition (1983).
.5 MllIOllg DllCllldi
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into four periods: 6
I.
II.

Before the "Liberation of 1949";
Between the "Liberation of 1949" and the Cultural
Revolution:

1949-1966;

III.

The Cultural Revolution:

1966-1976;

IV.

After the Cultural Revolution:

1976 to the present.

The four political periods alternate between periods of freedom
when experimentation was allowed and periods of repression.

Each

of the works has been chosen according to the criteria outlined above
to illustrate the fitful development of Chinese piano composition.
The Chinese Musicians Association has recently sponsored
several composition competitions. some of which were open to
composers of all nationalities.
Chinese style were
Competition (1987).

p~rformed

A number of piano compositions

In

the

in the Shanghai International Music

One of the judges. Professor Pierre Colombo

from Switzerland. remarked upon the excellence of these
compositions and said that they were well worth performing around
the world. 7

The following books and dissertation divide the last sixty
years of Chinese history into four periods: Chen Yu-chien. "A Short
History of Chinese Music for Piano." DMA diss .. Florida State
University. 1988. Adophe C. Scott. "China, VI. Since 1949," The New
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians vol. IV (1980) 279-282.
Salisburg E. Harrison. China: 100 Years (~f Revolution (New York:
Rinehart, 1983) 11.
6

7 Ding Shan-de, "An Evaluation of Shanghai International Music

Competition."

People's Daily 14 Nov. 1987: 4.
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II. BEFORE THE "LIBERATION OF 1949"

A. \Vestern Music in China in Earlier Times
In the seventeenth century, it was the period of full bloom of
Qing Dynasty.

The Emperor Kang Xi was interested in all new things.

He loved poem and music.

In the tenth year of Kang Xi (1671), the

Portuguese musician Thomas Pereira was ordered by the Emperor to
come to Beijing.

One of the tributes that he brought to the Chinese

Emperor Kang Xi was a harpsichord. 8
instrument in China.

It was the first keyboard

Not until the reign of Qian Long Emperor

(1736-1795), were other Western instruments, including strings,
percussion and winds, introduced into China.
Although the Chinese court received Western music with
enthusiasm. it had no influence upon the Chinese musical life of
ordinary people.

During the eighteenth century and the early

nineteenth century, the influence of \Vestern music in court declined
because of the wars between China and Western powers and the
anti-missionary and anti-foreigners movements. 9
After the Opium War (1840). the Qing Dynasty was forced to
open door for trade with the West. In 1850, a British opened a piano

8

Zhu Xiang, "The History of Piano." Fen Hui Daily 17 Aug. 1961:

4.

York:

9 Salisburg E. Harrison. China:
Rineheart. 1983) 11.

100 Years of Revolution (New
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shop in Shanghai.

The shop was called Moutrie and solei the first

Western-made piano in China. 10
\Vestern music was mainly introduced to Chinese people by
Christian missionaries through hymns.
in Chinese was published.

In 1877, the first hymn book

The hymn book had the title, Hymns to

Praise the Lord, and used Western musical notation. l l

At the beginning of the twentieth century, missionary schools
such as Zhong Xi Girls' School in Shanghai. and Yen lin University in
Beijing, offered piano lessons. but at an elementary level. according
to Ding Shan-de's recollection. 12
The earliest Chinese piano piece. March of Peace by Zhao Yuanren (1892-1982) was published in 1915 in Beijing, according to Yu
Yu-zi. who discovered it in 1984. 13 The score of March of Peace was
republished by the People's Music Press in 1984.
piece. only twenty-one measures long.
professor at Harvard University.

It is a very short

Zhao Yuan-ren was a

Professor Zhao himself described

Chen Yu-chien. "A Short History of Chinese Music for Piano."
DMA diss .. Florida State University, 1988. 1.
10

Kuo Tzong-kai. "Chiang Wen-yeh: The Selected Piano
\Vorks." DMA diss .. Ohio State University, 1987. 53.
II

Wei Ting-ge. "An Interview with Ding Shan-de." Musicology
China -+ (1982): 62.
12

/12

13

(1984):

Yuan. "The Earliest Chinese Piano Piece." People's Music 3
33-34.

17

the style of March of Peace as an imitation of Western music. I4

B. The First Mature Chinese Piano Piece:

Mutong Duandi [The Flute of

the Young Shephc.d] by He Lu-ding (1934)

1. Background of the piece
After the "Russian Revolution of 1917", many Russians were
forced to move abroad because of the hostile political climate.
of these were musicians.

Some

Those who came to China included Boris

Zakharoff, Joseph Yasser and Shevtzoff among others.

These Russian

musicians performed and taught Western music in China. IS When
the Shanghai Conservatory of Music, the first conservatory of music
in China, was founded in 1927, these Russian musicians became the
earliest faculty and highest paid professors in the school.

They

introduced Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin, Liszt, Brahms and other
major composers to Chinese students.

They taught the first

generation of Western-trained Chinese composers including He Luding and Ding Shan-de. 16
During the early 1920's, some piano works were published.

14

Ibid.. 33.

Kuo Tzong-kai. "Chiang Wen-yeh: The Selected Piano
\Vorks," DMA diss., Ohio State University, 1987. 57.
15

16 Wei Ting-ge, "An Interview with Ding Shan-de." Musicology
In

China 4 (1982): 62.

such as Ju Da Gang [Assembling the Big Water Vat] by Li Rong-shou
(1921), Ou Chen [An Incidental Idea] by Zhao Yuan-ren (1921) and
Ding Gang [Hammering Together the \Vater Vat] by Shen Yang-tian

(1921).

Professor \Vei Ting-ge described these works as early

experimental compositions. 17 These composers used Chinese melody
with \Vestern harmony.
restricted
sixth.

to

The harmonic content of these works was

basic diatonic chords which sometimes featured added

In 1932. Lao Zhi-chen published Mutong Le [Happy Cowboy]

and Jiang Ding-xian published Lullaby.

The Two composers used

chords based on the intervals of the perfect fourth or fifth.! R
In 1934. Alexander Tcherepnin (1898-1977), a Russian
composer. was in Shanghai collecting piano pieces in the Chinese
style. Tcherepnin sponsored a piano composition competition in
1934.

He Lu-ding's Mutang Dllandi [The Flute of the Young

Shepherd] won the first prize.

2. Brief biography of the composer
He Lu-ding (1903Province.

) was born in Shaodong of the Hunan

In 192-1.. he enrolled in the Fine Arts Department of the

Yueyun School in Changsha. where he studied piano, violin. Chinese
instruments and music theory.

\Vei Ting-ge. '"The Development of Piano Composition
Country:' Research Oil Music 2 (1983): 40.
17

IS Ibid..

40
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Between 1928 and 1930, he worked as a music teacher at
elementary school and high school in Shanghai.

In the spring of

1931, he enrolled in the Shanghai Conservatory of Music.

He Lu-ding

continued to study piano with Professors Boris Zakharoff and
Shevtzoff.

He also studied harmony and composition with Professor

Huang Zi who graduated from Yale University, School of Music in

1929. 19

While He Lu-ding was a student. he began to write songs

and piano pieces.
In 1943. he made a pilgrimage to Yanan where was a
Communist shrine during the Chinese Liberation War.

After the

"Liberation of 1949", He Lu-ding became Vice-chairman of the
Chinese Musicians Association and President of the Shanghai
Conservatory of Music.

During the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976),

He Lu-ding was criticized as a rightist by the Red Guards and was
placed under house arrest for many years.

When the Cultural

Revolution ended he was reinstated as President of the Conservatory
and remained in that position until 1984 when he retired.
He Lu-ding's compositions include three cantatas, six works for
orchestra. six pieces for piano, one opera, and over or.e hundred
songs.20

Liao Tian-rei. et ai., eds., The Dictionar.\" of Chinese Music
(Beijing: People's Music Press, 1984) 154.
19

20 Zhao Feng. et al.. eds., An Introductio/Z of Musicians (Beijing:
People's :v1usic Press, 1984) 519.
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3. Analysis
The piece gives a scene of countryside in the south China.

Two

carefree young shepherds leisurely play the bamboo flutes while
riding on the back of water buffalos.

The bright sunlight shines on

the tender green grass, and streams are babbling.

The music

produces a peaceful and joyful atmosphere.
The form is ternary.
sec.

A

B

A'

mm

1-14

15 -51

51-75

key

C

G

C

Section A:

It uses a Chinese pentatonic tune with Western

counterpoint in two voices.

..-.. -- :.
,

,

....-!

..

...

!., .-j
~

He Lu-ding, The Flute of the Young Shepherd.
nun. 1-3.

Figure 1a.

Section B:

\Vestern harmony is used as an accompaniment.

The four-note motif repeats 15 times at different octaves ar.d
pitches.
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Figure 1b.

He Lu-ding, The Flute of the Young Shepherd,
mm. 25-30.

The ornaments imitate the characteristic sounds of the bamboo
flute.

Figure Ie. Bamboo flute.

The 24-measure A' section is the same as A but with "liahua"
which is one of the unique Chinese ways ornament a melody.
direct translation of liahua is "adding fancy":

The

The melody is

ornamented and intertwined with pitches of the original theme.2 1

original theme. mm. 5-6.

with "liahua", mm. 56-57.

Figure Id. He Lu-ding, The Flute of the Young Shepherd.

We can find many examples from traditional Chinese
composi tions.

21 Liao Tian-rei. et al.. eds .. The Dictionary of Chinese Music

(Beijing:

People's Music Press. 1984) 186.

21

with "jiahua", mrn.

35-36.

Figure Ie. Folk song, The Little Cowboy.

Mutong Duandi is one of the most popular piano works in

China.

According to Tcherepnin, the work showed "originality,

clarity. and a sure hand in counterpoint and form."22

C. Huagu [Flower Drum] by Qu Wei (1946)

1. Background of the piece
During the late 1930s and 1940s, some areas in Northwestern
China were under the control of Chinese Communist Party while the
rest of areas were under the control of Kuomintang (KMT).

The style

of piano music appears totally different.
In K.J.\1T area. the productive composers were Ding Shan-de (he
went to France in 1947), He Lu-ding (he went to the Communist area
in 1944) and Sang Tong.

Ding Shan-de graduated from the Shanghai

Conservatory of Music in 1935.

He studied under Professor W.

Franekel from Germany. Ding Shan-de's The Spring Trip

(1945) and

Piano Sonata in E Major (1945) used traditional Western techniques

22 Alexander Tcherepnin, "Music in Modern China." Musical
Quarterly 21. 4 (1935): 395.

23

including some parallel seconds. 23 He went to Paris in 1947, and
studied with Nadia Boulanger. Noel Gallon, Tony Aubin and Authur
Honegger.24 At the Paris Conservatory of Music, he composed Three

Preludes in 1948 which used contrapuntal device with concise formal
organization.

He also wrote

Variations on a Chinese Folk Song

Theme in 1948. which is the earliest known set of variations based
on Chinese folk music. 25
Sang Tong also graduated from the Shanghai Conservatory of
:.1usic. and studied with Professors Fraenkel and Schlose.

In 1947,

he composed the piano solo In the Land. Far. Far Away in which
"Sang Tong explored the possibilities of combining folk songs with
atonal harmony".26 It is the earliest atonal music in China.
At the Communist areas. several composers emerged.
they had to follow Mao's guidance.

All of

Mao Tze-tung's article Talks at

the Yanan Forum on Literature and Art (J942) defined the
Communist Party's cultural policy.

Mao wrote that:

23 Chen Yu-chien. "A Short History of Chinese Music for Piano."
DMA diss .. Florida State University. 1988. 4.
2.+ Zhu Jian. "Preface." Ding Shan-de: Selected Works for Piano
ed. The Department of Piano. Shaghai Conservatory of Music,
(Shanghai: :.1usic Press. 1989) I.
25 Chen Yu-chien. "A Short History of Chinese Music for Piano."
DMA diss .. Florida State University, 1988. 4.
26 Zhu Jian. "Preface." Sang Tong: Selected Works for Piano
Ed. The Department of Piano. Shaghai Conservatory of Music.
(Shanghai: Music Press, 1989) 1.

2.+

In the world today all culture, all literature and art
belong to definite classes and are geared to definite political
lines.
Revolutionary culture is a powerful revolutionary
weapon for the broad masses of the people.2 7
At this area, the most important composers were Xian Xing-hai
and Qu \Vei.

Xian Xing-hai went to Paris in 1929.

He studied from

professors Paul Dukas. V. D'Indy and Paul Oberdoeffer at the Paris
Conservatory.

He arrived in Yanan in 1938. 28

Xian Xing-hai

composed many compositions. The most famous one of his works was
the Yellow River Cantata in 1939. which was rearranged for piano
and orchestra. and appeared as the Yellow River Piano Concerto
during the Cultural Revolution period.
Chairman Mao decreed:

"Ali the artists and writers must go

to

the base. go to the masses of the people, go to the broad
fountainhead of the life."29 In response to Mao's call, these artists
and writers in the Communist Party controlled areas went to
countryside.
In 1946. the Chinese Communist Army liberated the
0l'ortheastern Region.

Composer Qu Wei went

to

there and joined the

27 ~1ao Tse-tung. Talks at the Yanan Forum on Literature and
Art (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press. 1977) 23.
28 Liao Tian-rei. et al.. eds .. The Dictionary of Chinese Music

(Beijing:

People' s Music Press. 1984) 424.

29 Quotations From Chairman Mao Tse-tung (Beijing:

Languages Press. 1965) 299.

Foreign
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Land Reform

~vlovement.

To celebrate the victory of the liberation

and to express the poor peasants' happiness at finally acquiring their
own land. Qu \Vei wrote the piano work Huagu [Flower Drum].

The

term "Liberation" is understood by Chinese listeners to refer to the
arrived of the Red Army.

2. Brief biography of the composer
Qu \Vei (1917-

) was born in the Jiangsu Province.

In 1933.

he enrolled in the Shanghai Xin-Hua Art College where he studied
composition and painting.
In 1940. Qu Wei went to Yanan and became a music teacher at
the Lu Xun Art and Literature University.

Between 1955 and 1959.

Wei Qu went to Moscow's Tchaikovsky Conservatory to study
composition.

When he returned to China. Qu Wei was appointed as a

resident composer for the Shanghai Symphony Orchestra.
Qu \Vei wrote a great number of compositions which directly
served the peasants' and workers' cause.

He composed one opera.

over ten large vocal and instrumental works. some piano solos and
fifty popular revolutionary songs.3 0 Qu Wei was a "pioneer in the use
of music to serve the struggle for national liberation".3 1

30 Zhao Feng. et al.. eds .. An Introduction of Musicians (Beijing:
People's Music Press, 1984) 530.
31 Chen Yu-chien. "A Short History of Chinese Music for Piano,"

DMA diss .. Florida State University. 1988. 74.
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3. Analysis
The piece is ternary form:
sec.

Intr.

nun.

1-14

key

G

A

tr.

15-63

64-77

AI

B
78-90

91-128

coda
129-139

1:"h
.....

The 14-bar introduction uses a rhythmic pattern to imitate the
characteristic sounds of the drum.
to celebrate victories.
major second.

In China. we usually play drums

The drum chord is made up of fifth plus a

The chord and the rhythmic pattern punctuate the

whole piece.

Figure 2a. Qu Wei. Flower Drum, mm.

1-6.

Sections A and A' are based on a folk song of the same name
from the Anhui Province.
the province.

This song was sung by the poor people of

These people used a hand drum for accompaniment

when they were begging before the "Liberation" occurred.3 2 The
original song was sad.

Qu Wei employed the tune but changed its

mood by using the cheerful and lighthearted rhythmic pattern with
free counterpoint.

32 Liao Tian-rei. et al.. eds .. The Dictionary of Chinese Music

(Beijing:

People' s Music Press. 1984) 106.
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Figure 2b. Qu Wei. Flower Drum, mm.

15-18.

In the returning A' section, neither the original key nor
patterns which appeared in the A section are used.

The A' clearly

uses melodic material from the A section but this material has been
transformed by using a different rhythmic pattern and a different
key.
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Figure 2:. Qu Wei. Flower Drum, mm.

92-95.

Section B is based on a folk song. Jasmine. a tune from the
liangsu Province.

The meiody is accompanied by a simple and

lighter rhythmic pattern.

Figure 2d. Qu Wei. Flower Drum. mm.

78-82.

The Flower Drum is the earliest example which was composed
following the guidance of Mao's thoughts.

III. BETWEEN THE "LIBERATION OF 1949" AND THE CULTURAL
REVOLUTION:

1949-1966

A. Yu Mei Ren [Mermaid Suite] by Wu Zhu-qiang and Du Ming-xin
(1959)

1. Background of the piece

The People's Republic of China was founded in 1949.

During

1950s. several new conservatories of music were established.

At

these schools the faculty members included musical experts from the
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe as well as Western-trained Chinese
teachers.

During this time. the rabid anti Communist sentiment in

much of \Vestern world as well as the advent of the Korean 'Nar
forced Chinese students to seek their advanced training within the
Communist bloc of countries)3 Some Chinese musicians. including
Sang Tong. Qu wei. \Vu Zhu-qiang, Du Ming-xin. Liu Shi-kun and Yin
Chen-zong. were sent to the Soviet Union for study.

This foreign

training was not limited to musicians but included promising talent
in all fields.
At that time. the government provided an relatively peaceful.
stable and freedom life

to

Chinese people.

The political climate

allowed composers express themselves more openly and freely,

33 Adophe C. Scott. "China. VI. Since 1949." The New Grove
DictioJlary of Music and Musicians vol. IV (1980) 281.
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although all musicians were always subject to Mao's policy of culture
which emphasized the functional nature of people's music.
Various styles of piano works were composed during that time.
Ding Shan-de wrote Kuaile de fieri [Merry Holiday] in 1952, seven
shon: programmatic children pieces.

Wuqu [Xin Jiang Dance] (1955).

He also published Xinjiang

Sang Tong's Three Preludes (1954),

used Hindemith's principles of compositional theory incorporated
with the national flavor.

The following pieces including \Vang Li-

shan's Lan Huahua [Blue Flowers] (1953)' Liao Shen-jing's Huobajei

:.hi Yie [The Night of the Fire Holiday] (1953) and Du Ming-xin's
Etudes (1955) are considered by Professor Wei as the interesting
works during that time.3 4

The two piano works, Miaohui [The

Temple Fajr] (1955) by Jiang Zhu-xing and Qishou Neimong Mingge

Zhuti Xiaoqu [The Seven Miniatures on Themes of Inner Mongolian
Folk Songs] (1952) by Sang Tong received the first and second prizes
at the \Vorld Youth Festival held in Moscow in 1957.
In 1957. Chairman Mao set a policy forth for promoting the
progress of the arts and sciences and development of a flourishing
socialist culture.

In a new statement. Chairman Mao proclaimed:

"let

a hundred flowers blossom. let a hundred schools of thought
contend" and "make the past serve the present and foreign things

\Vei Ting-ge. "The Development of Piano Composition in Our
Country," Research on Music 2 (1983): 41.
34

serve China")5 This was a experimental period.

More interesting

styles and forms of piano composition were appeared at that time.
Sishou Guangdong Yinyue Zuti Gangqingqu [Four Piano Pieces on
Themes of Cantonese Music] (1958) by Chen Pai-xun

and Sa-shu :hi

Hua [Pictures of Ba-shu] (1958) by Huang Hu-wei followed more
traditional lines.
composer.

Sang Tong, however, was the more adventurous

His Caprice (1958) represents a kind of new exploration

and innovation in compositional means)6 Liu Shui [Flowing Water]
(1957) by Du

~\'1ing-xin

used impressionistic style.

These

compositions showed that Chinese composers could be successful in
their efforts to adapt Western genres, forms, harmony, and
counterpoint in their works while preserving Chinese style.
To celebrate the tenth anniversary of the People's Republic of
China in 1959. the Chinese Communist Party called upon all artists to
compose more.

\Vu Zhu-qiang and Du Ming-xin originally composed

the orchestral music for the ballet Yu Alei Ren [The Mermaid], which
is a love story about a mermaid and a young hunter.
successful.

It was very

Professors Wu and Du rean'anged the music as a piano

solo.

35 Quotations From Chairman Mao Tse-wng (Beijing:

Foreign

Languages Press. 1965) 321.
36 Zhu lian. "Preface."' Sang Tong: Selected Works for Piallo
Ed. The Department of Piano. Shaghai Conservatory of Music.
(Shanghai: Music Press. 1989).
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2. Brief biographies of the composers
Wu Zhu-qiang (1927-

) was born in the Jiangsu Province.

In

1947, Wu Zhu-qiang enrolled in the Nanjing Conservatory of Music
and studied composition with Jiang Ding-xian who graduated from
the Shanghai Conservatory of Music.
Between 1952 and 1957. Wu Zhu-qiang went to the
Tchaikovsky Conservatory to study composition and theory.

When

he came back to China. he was appointed as a professor in the
Department of the Composition of the Central Conservatory of Music.
After the Cultural Revolution. he was appointed as President of the
Conservatory until 1989 when he retired.
Wu Zhu-qiang's compositions include two cantatas, two
orchestral compositions for ballet, and two concertos:

One for erhu

and one for piba. both traditional Chinese instruments with Western
orchestra.

His output also includes some works for solo piano.3 7

Ou Ming-xin (1928-

) was born in the Hubei Province.

1939, he enrolled in the Yuchai School, in Chongchai

to

In

study piano.

Between 1952 and 1957. he went to the Tchaikovsky
Conservatory to study composition and theory.

Upon returning to

China he was appointed as a professor in the Department of
Composition of the Central Conservatory of Music.

After the Cultural

Zhao Feng. et aI.. eds., An Introduction of Musicians (Beijing:
People's Music Press, 1984) 54 I.
37
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-'Revolution he was appointed Chairman of the Department of
Composition of the Central Conservatory of Music.
Du ~1ing-xin' s compositions include three Symphonies, two
ballets and many piano pieces) 8

3. Analysis
The Mermaid Suite contains eight pieces.

Suichau Wu [Dance of Seaweed].

The third one is

The form of the piece is ternary.

sec.

Intr.

A

B

A'

coda

mm.

1-8

9-30

31-50

51-72

73-85

The key of the eight-bar Introduction is ambiguous.
a tone picture of the peaceful sea.

It creates

There is no melody as yet, only a

harmonic progression (AbM+F--Cmf+F--AbMm2--AbMm7--A07). Since
traditional Chinese music has no harmony,39 this piece is apparently
influenced by Western music.

p

grO,-'OIO
.~-----:-------

Figure 3a.

38 Ibid.,

Wu Zhu-qiang and Du Ming-xin, Dance of
Seaweed, I!un. 1-5.

542.

39 Liao Tian-rei. et aI.. eds., The Dictionary of Chinese Music
(Beijing: People's Music Press, 1984) 153.
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The portrayal of flowing water was a hallmark of
Impressionistic style. as in Debussy's Poissons d'or [Gold Fish].
A:w::lC I::"'-;rul_'_._ _
. _ ._ _
• _ _ _ _•_ _
. _ ._ _
• ___

\sf ..
Figure 3b.

P1' ...... lqor

~.,.

I

,....".

Debussy, Poissons d'or [Gold Fish], mrn.

1-2.

Dance of Seaweed uses folk song materials in two Chinese

traditional modes combined with familiar Western harmonies.
In traditional Chinese music the pentatonic scale Gong-ShangJiao-Zhi- Yu resembles the Western scale C-D-E-G-A.

In Chinese

composition anyone of these five notes can be used as the tonic. -+ 0

~

!

I
Gong

Shang

Figure 3c.

Section A:

e
Jiao

I

eO

Zhi

I

e

cf3

Yu

Chinese pentatonic scale.

The melody is in Gong (which

resembles B major).

The harmony consists of major and minor chords.

The four-bar

theme appears four times with variants and different dynamics.
When the theme first appears. it is in B major.

For the second

appearance. it is in G major (the "flat-six" of the B).

40

Ibid.,

412.

The changing of

34

harmonic color is !LQ1 a traditional Chinese musical practice.

The

texture consists of broken major or minor chords in the left hand
beneath a harmonized melody recalling Chinese folk motifs in the
Traditional Chinese music has no harmony. of course.

right.
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\Vu Zhu-qiang and Du Ming-xin. Dance of
Seaweed. mm. 9-13.

The melody is in Yu (resembling b minor).

The

texture is quasi canonic with two hands out of phase.
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Wu Zhu-qiang and Du Ming-xin. Dance of
Seaweed. mm. 31-35.

this device is very much like Chinese instrumental music.

An

example is a folk song. Laoliuban [Old Sixth Tune]. for pipa (which is
a traditional Chinese plucking instrument).41

41

Ibid..

291.

35
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Figure 3f. Folk song. Laoliuban [Old Sixth Tune].

According to prominent Chinese musical authorities, President
Ding Shan-de of Shanghai Conservatory of Music and Professor Wei
Ting-ge of Beijing, the Mermaid Suite (1959) is the first mature piece
to

combine \Vestern compositional technique with Chinese folk

music. 42

B. liejangqu de Tian [The Sky of the Liberated Region] by Chu Wanghua (1962)

1. Background of the piece
The experimental period heralded by the Hundred Flowers
~ovement was quickly quashed by the Anti-Rights Movement

(Summer. 1957) and a number purges of artistic workers.

Between

the late 1950s and early 1960s. frequent political movements forced
all Chinese to follow the political line of the Chinese Communist
Party.

Composers had to write music for and about workers.

peasants and soldiers.

How did composers make piano music which

would be accepted by the working people?

The easy way was to

transcribe familiar revolutionary songs into piano music.

This

42 Wei Ting-ge. "The Development of Piano Composition in Our
Country," Research on Music 2 (1983): 42.
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limited the diverse styles. composers' personalities and creativities. 43
The Great Leap Forward Movement began in 1958.

The slogan

of the Movement was "Greater. faster. better and more economical
results in building socialism".
of Communist Party.

All areas had to follow the general line

In the music area. a massive creative

movement was ordered. in which all pianists had to compose piano
compositions within a short time of one or two weeks.

I still

remember that my classmates and I were ordered to write piano
pieces. even though we were young teenage students and had no
experience in composition.

\Ve came up with a formula:

pick a

revolutionary songs. and simply play it two times with a bass
accompaniment plus short introduction and coda.
composition was The Great liengang Mountain.

One of my
The song describes

the mountain that was the birthplace of the Red Army.
just the same as the formula:

My piece is

Simply play it two times with a short

introduction.
One of the most important compositions at this period was

Youth Piano Concerto. China's first example of the genre.

It was

composed in 1959 by the Composing Group. including Liu Shi-kun
who had won the second prize in the Tchaikovsky International
Piano Competition in 1958.

An interesting feature of this concerto is

that the orchestral part is for a Chinese ensembles of traditional
instruments.

Other works include Yue ling Song [Ode to the Great

43 Chen Yu-chien. "A Short History of Chinese Music for Piano."

DMA diss .. Florida State University, 1988. 17.
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Leap Forward] by the Composing Group of the Department of Piano of
the Central Conservatory of Music (1959), Guli Feiwu [Dance of Rice]
by Sun Yi-qiang (1962), Fanshen de Rezi [The Day of Standing Tall]
and Wo shi Yige Bing [I Am a Soldier] by Chu Wang-hua (1962),

Honghu Cheweidui [Red Guards at Hong Hu Lake] by Qu Wei (1962).
The piano works at that time were in elementary style, most of them
used simple harmonic progressions and ABA form.

There were a lot

of arrangements of popular revolutionary songs and most of them
were composed by pianists.

Pianist Chu Wang-hua's The Sky of the

Liberated Region (1963) was composed at this period.

2. Brief biography of the composer
Chu Wang-hua (1940-

) was born in Shanghai.

In 1952,

Wang-hua entered the Middle School of Music attached to the Central
Conservatory of Music and studied piano.
Central Conservatory of Music.

In 1958, he enrolled in the

After he graduated from the school in

1963, he taught piano at the Conservatory.

In 1983, Chu Wang-hua

went to Australia to study composition and theory.
When Chu was a student during the 1960's, he wrote a great
number of piano works, including / am a Soldier, The Sky of the

Liberated Region. The Days of Standing Tall, and Chairman Mao is
Coming to Our Village.

After the Cultural Revolution, he wrote

Twenty-four Preludes, The Moon Mirrored in the Twin Ponds and
Xinjian Capriccio.

38

3. Analysis
The form is ternary.
A

Intr.

sec.

1-12

mm.
key

13-46

tr.

B

retr.

47-51

52-82

83-94

A'
95-146

147-163

A

D

A

coda

The 12-bar introduction uses a rhythmic pattern which is
traditionally played on a North Chinese drum.

The pattern is

characterized by suddenly changing dynamics and repeated notes .
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Figure 4a. Chu Wang-hua. The Sky of the Liberated
Region, mIn. 1-6.
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The piece is an arrangement of a revolutionary song of the
same tittle. The Sky oj the Liberated Region.

The song was originally

composed by Chen Zhi-ang in 1946. 44
The text of the song is very rhythmic and has definite
revolutionary meaning:
The
The
The
The

sky of the liberated region is very bright.
people of the liberated region are very happy,
People's Army loves people.
mercy of the Communist Party is endless.

Liao Tian-rei, et aI., eds .. The Dictionary of Chinese Music
(Beijing: People's Music Press. 1984) 195.
44

39

The melody mirrors the tonal aspects of the Chinese language
inherent in the text.
memorize.

Both text and melody are very easy to

Therefore the song was very

popular~

almost everyone

knew the song in China.
The rhythm of the song comes from the North Chinese drum
pattern.

The time signature is changed four times within the short

song, only fifteen measures long.

The accents are also changed

frequently.
Section A:

The theme appears two times.

Both simply use a

Both are in A major but the

melody with a bass accompaniment.

second time everything is moved an octave higher.
l~j

Figure 4b.

Chu Wang-hua,
Region. nun.

Section A':

-

The Sky of the Liberated
13-16.

The song appears three times in the same key but

in different figures and registers.

Each time the theme appears one

octave higher. getting lighter and faster. The first appearance of the
them in Section A is the same as at the beginning.

In its second

appearance. the repeated harmonic intervals are used to accompany
the melody.

In its third appearance, the melody is in the upper

register and the theme is ornamented with a 16th-note pattern.

.+0

Section B features a Northwestern Chine,se folk song.

The

lyrical melody is accompanied by broken chords in the left hand.

Figure 4c.

Chu Wang-hua. The Sky of the Liberated
Region, mm. 52-55.

This piece was played very often because of the familiar
melody and the simple texture.

The Sky of Liberated Region

is a good example of this type of piano composition at that period.

.+1

IV. THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION: 1966-1976

Huang He [Yellow River Piano Concerto] by the Composing Group
(1972)

1. Background of the piece
During the period of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), all
foans of eclecticism in the arts were violently attacked and
discredited.

The Ministry of Culture was disbanded, training

institutions were closed and local artistic activities were
discontinued.

Neither Western music nor traditional Chinese genres

were taught, performed or published, and China was virtually closed
to the outside woild. 45

At the beginning of that period, the piano

was considered as a Western instrument that served the hated
bourgeois class and could not be played.
destroyed all pianos.

The Red Guards sealed or

Later the piano was accepted if it could serve

China.
Between 1966 and 1969, the nine hundred million Chinese
people could see only the eight approved Revolutionary Model
Works:
Beijing operas:

Taking Tiger MOllntain hy Strategy
Shjiapang

45 Adophe C. Scott, "China. VI, Since 1949," The New Grove

Dictionary of Music and Musicians vol. IV (1980) 281.
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Raid on the White Tiger Regiment
On the Docks
Ode to Dragon River
The Red Lantern (Which was scored in two
versions:

One for Beijing opera and one with

piano accompaniment only).46

Ballets:
Red Detachment of Women
The White Haired Girl
These works were characterized by strong political content and
embraced several themes:

To praise Chairman Mao and the

Communist Party, to hymn the revolutionary army and revoluticnary
heroism, or to reveal the evil. rotten older society (before the
"Liberation of 1949").

The music for these works retained some

traditional scales, modes and added sections in the harmonic and
compositional styles of Western Classicism and Romanticism.

These

works have been described as the most successful example of
making foreign things serve China. 4 7
In 1969 Chairman Mao's wife Jiang Qing issued orders to
compose a piano concerto and picked a composing group.

She chose

Xian Xing-hai's Yellow River Cantata as the theme and material for
the piano concerto.

46

Ibid.,

283.

47

Ibid.,

283.

The cantata was written in 1939 during the

43

initial period of China's War of Resistance Against Japan.

With the

Yellow River as the symbol. the work describes the indomitable spirit
of the Chinese nation and their confidence in certain victory against
the aggressors.

It is an eulogy to the great War of National

Liberation against Japan waged by the Chinese people under the
leadership of Chairman Mao and the Chinese Communist Farty.4 8
The premiere of the Yellow River Piano Concerto was held in
December of 1970 at the Great Hall of the People, in Beijing.

The

audience included Premier Zhou En-Iai and the members of what was
later termed the Gang of Four (Jiang Qing, Zhang Chuen-qiao, Yao
Wen-yuan and \Vang Hong-wen).

The premiere was very successful.

Premier Zhou said "Xian Xing-hai has risen!"49
"Revolutionary Model Work" was produced.

Therefore a new

The piano Concerto and

the other eight Revolutionary Model Works were disseminated
through recordings which were regularly broadcast by radio and
public address systems including those of the railways.

They also

appeared in newspapers. movies. journals and stamps.

48 Guang Wei-ran. "Program Notes,"

(Beijing:

Yellow River Cantata

China Record Company. 1973).

49 Xu Fei-xing, telephoned to Shi-gu Zhang, April 5. 1992.
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The pictures of the Revolutionary Model
Works appeared in stamps.

At that time, the whole population seemed to be thoroughly
familiar with this new repertoire.

The Western instruments

including the piano were used for this repertoire and gradually
accepted by ordinary Chinese people.

.+5

2. Brief biographies of the composers
The members of the Composing Group of Yellow River Piano

Concerto are Yin Chen-zong, Chu Wang-hua. Xu Fei-xing, Shi Shuchen, Liu Zhuang and Shen Li-huong.

All of them were students or

teachers at the Central Conservatory of Music.

Jiang Qing appointed

Yin Chen-zong as the head of the group.50
The piano part of the Concerto was written by these pianists:
Chu Wang-hua, Yin Chen-zong, Xu Fei-xing and Shi Shu-chen.

The

biography of Chu Wang-hua has been discussed previously in this
study.

Yin Chen-zong was born in 1941 in Gulangyu of the Fujian
Province.

In 1954. he enrolled in the Middle School of Music

attached to the Shanghai Conservatory of Music.

In 1959. he was

sent to the Leningrad Conservatory of Music, sponsored by the
Chinese government.
Kravchenko.

He studied piano under Professor T. P.

Yin Chen-zong had won several international prizes

including a gold medal for piano at the Seventh World Youth Festival
at Vienna in 1959. and shared the second place at the International
Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow in 1962.

When he returned to

China in 1963. he was appointed as an assistant professor in the
Department of Piano of the Central Conservatory of Music.

During

the Cultural Revolution period. he was a member of the Central

50 Ibid.
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Philharmonic Society of Beijing.
States. 51

In 1983, he left China for the United

Now he lives in New York city and gives piano recitals

around the world.

Xu Fei-xing was born into a musician's family in 1946, in
Gulangyu of the Fujian Province.

He showed his talent early and

enrolled in the Middle School of Music attached to the Central
Conservatory of Music in 1957.

After graduation from the Central

Conservatory of Music in 1968. he was a member of the Central
Philharmonic Society.

As a piano soloist and accompanist, Xu Fei-

xing was well known in China.
He is a studio

pia~o

In 1983 he came to the United States.

teacher in New Jersey today.

Shi Shu-chen was born in 1946 in Beijing.

He was sent to the

Middle School of Music attached to the Central Conservatory of Music
in 1958.

He graduated from the Conservatory in 1969 and became a

member of the Central Philharmonic Society.

He was sent to

Germany for further training, sponsored by the Chinese government
in the early 1980s.

After his returning, he was appointed as a

resident conductor and piano soloist for the Central Philharmonic
Society of Beijing.

He is one of the most famous pianists in China

today.

51 Adophe C. Scott, "China. VI. Since 1949." The New Grove

Dictionary of Music and Musicians vol. IV (1980) 281.

47

The orchestra part of the Concerto was written by Liu Zhuang
and Shen Li-hong.

Both were professors in the Department of

Composition of the Central Conservatory of Music.

3. Analysis
The Yellow River Piano Concerto is an arrangement of Yellow

River Cantata.

The Piano Concerto contains four programmatic

movements:

1. Introduction:

n.

The Yellow River Boatmen's Song

Ode to the Yellow River

III. Yellow River Anger
IV. Defend the Yellow River
First movement: Introduction:

Yellow River Boatmen's Song.

It gives a picture of how the boatmen fight their way toward
the opposite bank. battling against rapids and shoals -- symbolic of
the indomitable fighting spirit of the Chinese nation. 52
This movement has five sections.

In the opening of the

Concerto. the strong and very rhythmic motif appears immediately.
which unites the whole movement.

Figure 5b. Yellow River Piano Concerto. motif.

52 Guang Wei-ran. "Program Notes." Yellow River Cantata

(Beijing:

China Record Companu. 1973).

The motif is symbolic of the spirit of Chinese determination and
optimism.
The piano first enters with rapid, fortissimo c#07+ AMm i
arpeggios, creating a mighty atmosphere, a portrayal of the rolling
high waves of the River.
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Figure 5c. Yellow River Piano Concerto.

This design was apparently influenced by Greig's Concerto, op.
16. 53

53 Xu Fei-xing, telephoned to Shi-gu Zhang, April 5, 1992.
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Section 2:

The two-bar theme exactly repeats four times.

Section 3:

Piano again plays a cadenza-like passage.

The rapid

and strong amm7 arpeggios suggest the setting of the rolling River.
note added to the score says. "the boatmen gradually pass the
dangerous point".
Section 4:

The orchestra plays a lyric melody and the piano

follows. to express Chinese people seeing the dawn of victory.

Figure 5e. Yellow River Piano Concerto.

A
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Section 5:

The piano starts with strong glissando and then the

same motif follows to describe Chinese people's continued struggle
and their confidence in victory.
Second movement:

Ode to the Yellow River

The orchestra introduces a melody of serenity and grandeur
which gives a picture of the mighty River as it appears on the vast
Asian Continent.

The River is the symbol of the spirit of the great

and strong Chinese nation.

A piano solo follows with the same

melody.

At the last part of the movement, the piano plays the

y~llow

River melody while the orchestra simultaneously plays the motif of
Chinese National Anthem.

It declares that the awakening Chinese

,_

race will stand up in the East.
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Third movement:

Yellow River Anger.

It has three parts.

Part A has happy and bright mood which describes the
sunshine revolutionary base.

A piano solo starts this movement.

The melody is broad and freely with ornaments.

Figure Sh.

Yellow River Piano Concerto.

The ornaments imitate the characteristics sounds of guzen
which is a Chinese traditional plucking instrument.

...
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Figure 5i.

.. ~
~

A guzen has 21

strings and each string has movable
bridge to adju~t the pitch. 54

guzen.

Part B has sad mood.

,

The piano plays the
:

.... :

melody with repeated notes to express the
suffering Chinese people.

This figuration imitates

the characteristic sounds of pipa. which is another
Chinese traditional plucking instrument.

- - - -;!!

Figure 5j.

pipa.

54 Liao Tian-rei. et aI.. eds .• The Dictionary of Chinese Music

(Beijing:

People' s Music Press. 1984) 501.
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Yellow River Piano Concerto.

Part C has anger mood.

It describes the occupation of Japanese

invaders of the rivers and mountains of China.

The howling wind

and the raging torrents of the River reflect that the Chinese people
decide to take up arms and fight against the aggression. 55

Figure 51. Yellow River Piano Concerto.

Fourth movement:

Defend the Yellow River

At the opening of the last movement, the brass plays the motif
of Defend the Yellow River and calls on the people to rise and be
united to defeat the aggressors.

Following the brass, the piano plays

a difficult solo octave passage.

55 Guang Wei-ran. "Program Notes." Yellow River Cantata

(Beijing:

China Record Companu, 1973).
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The main theme of the movement first appears by piano solo.
The melody with a strong rhythmic ostinato accompaniment
describes that the Chinese people have high morale to defend the
whole country.

The figuration of this passage is very similar to

Chopin's Polonaise.
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Chopin. Polonaise, Ab Major, op. 53, mrn.
83-85.

At the last part of the piece, there are four songs interweaving.
Each song has a definite meaning.

The song East Is Red praises the

great leader Chairman Mao: the song Defend the Yellow River
expresses that the Chinese people are confident to win the war: the
motif of Chinese National Anthem declares that the Chinese people
will set up a new China: the motif of Internationale expresses that \ve
will make the world revolution to the end.
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Figure 50. Yellow River Piano Concerto.

When the Concerto was performed during the Cultural
Revolutionary period. it was always accompanied by a slides show
with the program notes.
It is a "successful path by which foreign influences are made
serve China".5 6

56 Yin Chen-zong. "The Compositional Process of Yellow River

Piano Concerto." Chinese Literature 11 (1974):

99-102.

to
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V. AFfER THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION: 1976 TO THE PRESENT

A. Bainiao Chao Fong [One Hundred Birds Pay Tribute to the Phoenix]
by Wang lian-zhong (1976)

I. Background of the piece
Around the year of Mao Tse-tung death. between 1975 and
1978. the restrictions in the music area were relatively relaxed.
Several composers used movie music. ballet music and traditional or
ancient court music as themes for their piano works.

The Red

Detachment of Women by Du Ming-xin is an arrangement from the
revolutionary ballet of the same name.

Chu Wang-hua's Sparkling

Red Star is an arrangement of the revolutionary children' movie of
the same name and his Little Guards in the South Sea is an
arrangement from the soundtrack documentary film of the same
name.

Wang Jian-zhong's Meihua Shanlong [Plum Blossom Melody]

and Li Ying-hai's Xiyang Xiaogu [Xiao Drum at Sunset] use traditional
Chinese court music. banned during the Cultural Revolutionary
period. as their themes.

Chu Wang-hua's Erquan Yingyue [The Moon

Mirrored in the Twin Ponds] uses materials from traditional
instrumental music.

Among these works. Wang Jian-zhong's Bainiao

Chao Fang [One Hundred Birds Pay Tribute to the Phoenix] in 1978 is
one of the most interesting.

56

2. Brief biography of the composer
Wang Jian-zhong (1933-

) was born in Shanghai.

In 1950.

Wang Jian-zhong enrolled in the Shanghai Conservatory of Music
where he studied piano and composition.
composition at the Conservatory.

Since 1958. he has taught

Now. Wang Jian-zhong is a

professor in the Department of Composition at the Conservatory.
As a composer. \Vang is noted for his piano concerto Red Flag

Road. His piano solos include:

Plum Blossom Melody, Bainiao Chao

F ong [One Hundred Birds Pay Tribute to the Phoenix] and Butterfly
and Flowers. 57

3. Analysis
The piece was originally written for suona with traditional
Chinese instrumental ensembles and is still performed today in
China.

The suona is also called the Chinese

horn or oboe.

From the Ming Dynasty.

the suona became a popular instrument in
China.

Among the people. suona is the most

widely used instrument at special occasion. 58

One Hundred Birds Pay Tribute to the Phoenix is
a warm. happy, cheerful and popular piece.

Figure 6a.

suona.

57 Chen Yu-chien. "A Short History of Chinese Music for Piano."

DMA diss .. Florida State University, 1988. 78.
58 Liao Tian-rei. et al.. eds .. The Dictionary of Chinese Music

(Beijing:

People' s

~usic

Press. 1984) 380.

57

The piece exquisitely imitates the sounds of various birds and
insects. Wang lian-zhong successfully transcribed the suona piece
into a piano solo.
In the composer's own words. the form of the piece is a quasi
rondo. 59

B

sec.

Intr.

A

nun.

1-50

51-74

Key

E

74-131

A'

132-160

A"

B'

161-186

187-203

E

A

sec.

B"

nun.

204-234

Key

E

Coda
235-294

The long introduction uses a thick texture.

The intervals and

chords are based on the perfect fifth or fourth.

Figure 6b.

Wang Jian-zhong, One Hundred Birds Pay
Tribute to the Phoenix. mm. 1-6.

It imitates the characteristic sounds of the sheng which is a

59 Chen Yu-chien. "A Short History of Chinese Music for Piano,"

DMA diss .. Florida State University. 1988. 32.

58

traditional Chinese wind instrument, usually used as
an accompaniment for the suona.

The three A sections have lyrical mood.
They are differentiated as follows:
Section A:

The composer simply uses

Figure 6c.

shen

a melody with a even eighth-note accompaniment.

Sectoin A':

The melody comes from A with variant.

Section A":

The key is in E major.

Figure 6e.

Wang Jian-zhong, One Hundred Birds Pay
Tribute to the Phoenix, mm. 187 -192.

The three B sections imitate the various sounds of birds or
insects.

Each section employs different figuration.

59

Section B:

The intervals and ornaments imitate the

characteristic sounds of the suona.

Figure 6f.

\Vang Jian-zhong, One Hundred Birds Pay
Tribute to the Phoenix. nun.
107-111.

B' uses highly chromatic sixteenth-note.

Figure 6g.

Wang Jian-zhong, One Hundred Birds Pay
Tribute to the Phoenix. nun. 186.

B" uses trills to imitate the characteristic sounds of cicada.
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Wang Jian-zhong, One Hundred Birds Pay
Tribute to the Phoenix, mm. 235.

1
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The piano piece One Hundred Birds Pay Tribute to the Phoenix
consists of six continuous sections.

Each section is connected by the

cadence motive for the next section.

This is a unique way of Chinese

formal organization which does not precisely fit any category of
Western formal schemes.

This kind of formal organization may be

analogous to the traditional Chinese Zhanghuiti novel in which each
chapter is ended by a question as a transition, the next chapter
begins by the same question to introduce a new content. 60 For
example. a chapter is ended with these sentences:
reading a letter in her room.
knocking at the door.
these sentences:
Who was that?

"The girl was

Suddenly she heard somebody

who was that?"

The next chapter starts with

"The girl heard somebody knocking at the door.
She opened the door.

Oh!

It was her mother."

In

this piece, Wang Jian-zhong used a similar device to connect each
section.
a) Use of the cadence notes as motif for the next section.

t.!f
Figure 6i.

Wang Jian-zhong, One Hundred Birds Pay
Tribute to the Phoenix, mm. 73 - 7 9.

Wu Jin-rong, et al.. eds., A Chinese-English Dictionary
(Beijing: Beijing Foreign Language College, 1988) 877.
60
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Figure 6j.

Wang Jian-zhong, One Hundred Birds Pay
Tribute to the Phoenix, mm. 158-163.

b) Use of the cadence chords to start the next section.

Figure 6k.

Wang Jian-zhong, One Hundred Birds Pay
Tribute to the Phoenix, mm. 187-188.

c) Use of the cadence figure as the rhythm pattern for the next
section.

- ..

J!:t.'

Figure 61.

Wang Jian-zhong, One Hundred Birds Pay
Tribute to the Phoenix., mm. 128-132.

Wang Jian-zhong's One Hundred Birds Pay Tribute to the
Phoenix is performed very often today in China.
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B. Wu Kui [Dance of the Five Animals] by Zhou Long (1983)

1. Background of the piece
The "Open Door" policy started in 1978 and provided a free
atmosphere for composers.

Composers once again experimented with

\Vestern techniques resulting in variety of compositions in eclectic
styles.
From 1978 to the present, various piano compositions have
been published.

Composers have used Western techniques freely.

\Vang Li-shang' s Pictures of Kaii Higa Shiyana (1981) freely uses
parallel series of intervals, dissonance chords and suddenly changes
keys.

It is a style of impressionistic.

for Piano uses twelve-tone rows.

Luo Zong-rong's Three Pieces

Qu Wei's Hehua Wu [Dance of the

Lotus] is like a Chinese painting and is a virtuoso piece. 6 1
In the past few years. a number of young Chinese composers.
including Zhou Long. Chen Yi. Tan Dun. Yie Xiao-gang. and Zhao Xiaoshen. have come to the United States and Europe for extensive study.
These composers use modern techniques of composition to write
music that is drawn from China's ancient cultural heritage and that
reflects the characteristics of China's people. 62

These works. such as

Wei Ting-ge. "The Development of Piano Composition in Our
Countrv:' Research 011 Mllsic 2 (1983): 42.
61

Zhou Long."Some Thoughts on Contemporary Chinese Music."
Music From China, Newsletter 1 (1991): 1.
62

63

Taiji [Supreme Ultimate] by Zhao Xiao-shen (1983), Duoye [Dong's
Dance] by Chen Yi (1983), Wu Kui [Dance of the Five Animals] (1983)
and "Wuji" for Tape and Piano by Zhou Long (1990), have won either
Chinese or international composition competitions.

Among these

composers of the younger generation. Zhou Long is the most
important and influential contemporary composers in China today.

2. Brief biography of the composer
Zhou Long was born in 1953 in Beijing.

During the Cultural

Revolution. the teenage boy was sent to the Heilongjiang Province.
Zhou Long worked as a peasant in the field for several years and the
academic study had totally ceased.
In 1977. Zhou Long enrolled in the Central Conservatory of
Music and studied with Professor Su Xia.

After graduation in 1983,

Zhou was appointed as a resident composer for the Chinese Broadcast
Symphony Orchestra and also taught music theory at the Central
Conservatory.
Zhou Long came to Columbia University in the U.S .A. on
scholarship in 1985 and studied composition with Professors Chou
Wen-chung, M. Davidovsky and G. Edwards.
D.M.A. degree at that school.

Mr. Zhou has received numerous

national and international awards and grants.
first priZe at the Chinese

Now, he is doing his

~ational

Among these are a

Composition Competition in 1985: a

first prize at the International Ensemble Composition Competition in

64

\10nchengladbach. Germany in 1990 and a first prize at the 5th
International Composition Competition in d'Avray, France in 1991. 63

3. Analysis
The folk dance Wu Kui [Dance of Five Animals] is come from
the ethnic minorities in the Northeastern China.
hunters, wear masks of five animals:
doe.

to

The dancers, usually

tiger. leopard, bear, buck and

express their joy in work and life.

Zhou Long composed a

piano solo of the same name, which won a prize at a Chinese National
Piano Composition Competition in 1983.
The one movement piece is in clear ternary form:
fast.

fast-slow-

The mood of the middle part is lyrical and spacious while the

two fast parts are warm, straight forward in mood.
The opening section is very percussive.
but rich rhythm and dynamics.

There is no melody.

The rhythm is based on sixteenth

notes with irregular uneven patterns and frequently changing
accents.

There are no time signature until measure 66.
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Zhou Long, Dance of the Five Animals, mm.
1-6.

63 Zhou Long, "Reseme," (1992).
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There are a lot intervals of 4th. 5th. 7th and 9th.

It creates

special sounds.
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Figure 7b. Zhou Long. Dance of the Five Animals. mm.
138.

This device is similar to Messiah's music.
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Figure 7c.
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Messiah. Neumes Rythmiques, nun.

The lyrical section is

In

a free counterpoint.

33-34.

There is a short

motif with highly ornamented figures.

Zhou Long's Dance of the Five Animals is performed frequently
by Chinese pianists.
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V. CONCLUSION

Composition for piano in China is a fairly recent phenomenon.
and has been hindered in its development by the unstable situations
outlined previously.

Due to the tumultuous social history of modern

China, political factors have dictated and continue to dominate
cultural aesthetics in a unique way.
As we have seen, at some period, styles closely conformed to
the political ideology.

When the political climate was freer, however,

the composer's creative ideology was allowed to be expressed more
openly, and the cultural exchange with the West was freer.
During the past sixty years, Chinese composers have tried
different approaches and methods to create new Chinese piano
music.

Although many Chinese pieces are not of high quality, a

number of Chinese composers have successfully devoted themselves
to integrating \Vestern musical techniques with their own rich
cultural background.

Some young Chinese composers have begun to

attract the notice of the worldwide musical community by winning
prizes at important international competitions. 6 4

Zhou Long's Trio Ding [Trio: Stop] won the first prize at the
International Ensemble Composition Competition in
Monchengladbach. Germany (1990) and Tan Dun's String Quartet
F eng- Ya-Song won the second prize at the Dresden International
Weber Chamber ~vlusic Composition Competition (1983).
64
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It was in those times that more complex, creative styles and
forms appeared which point to a bri&ht future for Chinese piano
mUSIC.
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